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With energy costs escalat ing at unprecedented proport ions 
and ‘super ef�ciency’,  through legis lat ion and consumer 
expectat ion being demanded, var iable f requency dr iven
systems are undoubtedly the ult imate solut ion.

This Austral ian designed and manufactured control ler has a 
dedicated Touch Screen Interface featur ing user f r iendly 
access to control  parameters and at the same t ime, providing 
the operator a clear v isual display of ful l  system status, set 
points and deviat ion from set points.

The control ler seamlessly engages and disengages motors,  
ramping their  speeds up and down to meet varying duty 
demands, whi le tenaciouslymaintaining a set point through 
intel l igent PID control .

Thank you for taking the t ime to peruse this brochure, please
read on to learn about the meaningful features and bene�ts
that our product offers.®
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B U I L D I N G  S E R V I C E

A P P L I C A T I O N S

   

  

  

  

 

  

• Water Supply

• Pressure Boost ing

• Hot Water Circulat ion

• Waste Water & Storm Water

• Constant Pressure

• Control led Temperature

• Maintained Level

• Paced Flow

• Pressure Boost ing

• Heating / Cool ing

• Fi l t rat ion

• Rain/Mains Water Changeover

• Water Transfer

• Mult i -Stat ion Water ing

• Saturat ion

• F i l t rat ion

I N D U S T R Y

R E S I D E N T I A L

I R R I G A T I O N



O P E R A T I O N A L
F E A T U R E S
PID Control
The controller incorporates a complete digital PID control system which is used to regulate the speed reference signal based
on the setpoint and feedback pressure signal. In addition to adjustment of the setpoint, both the Proportional, Integral and
Derivative components on the algorithm can be varied.

PID Reverse
The standard PID con�guration is valid only for installations where pressure pumping is required, so that a decrease in pressure
results in an increase in speed (and vice versa). There are however applications such as �uid level control where the system
must pump water out of a well to maintain a consistent level. In this case the PID is required to perform the opposite action: 
increase the pump speed as the level increases.

Stage and Destaging 
When a pump it staged the speed reference will already be at a relatively high speed as this is what triggers the pump stage
process. In some circumstances depending on the PID settings bringing on the second pump with this high speed reference
could cause an undesirable overshoot in the system pressure. With the use of the sophisticated PID algorithm the
opperational pumps vary their speed as one of the pumps is coming in or out of service.

Bumpless Transfer
When duty changes in time based mode it’s likely that the duty pump will be running when the change occurs. Bumpless
transfer ensures that the transition of duty from one pump to another causes no pressure dips or spikes.

Sleep and Sleep Boost
As the �ow rate reduces the operational pumps destage out of duty until only one duty pump remains. Then if the system is
still maintaining pressure and the speed is at or below the ‘no demand speed’ the system will enter a sleep state, awaiting 
another pressure drop. To reduce unnecessary cycling of the pump a sleep boost pressure can be set to slightly over
pressurize the system to a speci�c pressure level. This will reduce the pump start frequency for leaky taps or very low �ows.

Pipe Fill
Upon entering a running state (either on initial power up or wakeup from sleep) it’s possible that there is minimal or no �uid 
present in the downstream piping. In order to avoid the pumps running at full speed sending water hurtling to the other end of 
the pipe, the pipe all parameter will slowly all and pressurize the pipe before entering normal operation.

Setpoint Ramp
Whenever the system enters a running state (either on initial power up or wakeup from sleep) it’s likely that the system
pressure will be below the setpoint pressure. In order to avoid the effects of a large feedback error on the PID algorithm, the
setpoint ramp function can be enabled via the [setpoint_ramp_en] parameter. This will smoothly increase pressure to the
setpoint whilst limiting any over shoot.

VSD or DOL Jacking
Some applications have only low average �ow but high peak �ows. In these cases the installation will pair a smaller lead
pump with larger pumps that only come into play during these peak periods. The HydroTouch is able to support
such con�gurations using a smaller VSD controlled pump or DOL pump. After the larger pumps start the jacking pump will 
smoothly ease out of use to limit unnecessary run time.

Easy setup Wizard
An in-depth application knowledge of VSD pumping systems has enabled development of an easy step by step setup wizard.
to con�gure the system, without having to scroll through and give consideration to a host of ‘advanced’ parameters, not 
generally applicable to standard application setups. This ensures correct �rst time commissioning, if at a later date
applications/site conditions change and impact on system hydraulic characteristics, the setup wizard can be run again to 
re-establish the essential parameters.



Individual Pump Control and Monitoring

Secure Access for Adjusting Con�guration

Time & Date Stamp Fault Logging
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M O N I T O R I N G
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FLOW RATE

POWER CONSUMPTION

WATER USAGE

PUMP EFFIENCY

FAULT STATUS

.. .and much more



 

O P E R A T I O N
F E A T U R E S ......continued’
Advanced Parameter Adjustment
Even though the HydroTouch Controller has the easy setup wizard, some applications may require further tweaking. The list 
of parameters that can be adjusted is very extensive. This enables the operator to ‘�netune’ settings, to achieve optimum 
system performance in a variety of complex pumping applications.

Water & Energy Management
With the HydroTouch Multipump VSD Controller the systems power and energy consumption can be monitored to provide 
information required for the system ef�ciency analysis. In addition to comprehensive Energy Monitor and Management 
capabilities, data associated with two independent analogue inputs is also able to be monitored, logged and download for 
reporting purposes, For example if a meter is connected to the system, instantaneous and totalized �ow/water usage is 
displayed, logged and stored relative to real time. All the recent data can be viewed as trend graphs on the on-board high 
resolution touch screen.

Massive 1- 12 Pump Con�guration
A unique feature of the highly �exible and adaptive HydroTouch controller is it’s capacity to control and monitor up to 12 
pumps in a single system. For applications where a jacking pump is required, the controller as standard can be con�gured 
to provide for this as a dedicated duty pump. Duty will be shared evenly between all the main pumps increasing the service 
life of the system.

Additional Analogue Level Display & Monitoring
The Touch VSD Controller has the ability to display and monitor for instance: Supply Tank/Storage level, by way of the 
second analogue input connected to a 4-20mA level sensor. The tank level has adjustable low level and high level set points 
for enabling/disabling the system and/or activating an alarm. Recent tank level trending can be displayed graphically on 
the HMI and the level will be logged for further monitoring.

System Redundancy
In some applications redundancies are required to ensure the pump set continues to opperate even if a component was to 
fail. The HydroTouch has redundancy on every pump as well on the pressure transducer, if a second one is installed. if either 
failed the system would seamlessly transfer opperation and bring up an alarm to indicated the fault.

On-board BMS and SCADA Connections
Connections to BMS and SCADA systems are available via multiple options. Firstly, there are 10 con�gurable digital relay 
outputs, which can be assigned to any of the fault alarms. Secondly, there are 2 con�gurable analogue outputs, which can 
either be set to mirror the analogue inputs, or other system monitored parameters. Thirdly, industry standard Modbus RS485
protocol is available on-board and can be con�gured for full remote monitoring and control by any SCADA system of the 
system.

Graphical User Interface
The 7 inch Wide Touch Screen display has been designed with touch screen mobile devices in mind. Most people know 
these devices and this has enabled us to achieve a very user friendly intuitive interface which can be navigated easily by 
the user. Some areas of the interface have password protection like the parameter list, to provide access only to the 
required personal. Most common information is displayed on the main screen but if you want more information just touch on 
what you are after and it will come up.

Optional - Rains/Mains 
With the addition of a rains/mains module a water supply system can be backed up by a secondary water supply in the 
event of the loss of primary water supply, a critical system fault or the loss of power supply. This module comes with a low 
power pulse latching valve to ensure that the solenoid doesn’t have to be powered for days at a time.

Optional - Remote Access 
With the addition of Netbiter GSM unit the controller panel evolves to a whole new level of �exibility and usability. This 
enables the use to monitor and control the system from anywhere in the world. The user will receive a login and secure 
password to access the Touch VSD Controller through internet accessible device. The system can also be con�gured for 
users with different levels of access. It also send emails of any fault status to a number of users to ensure that down time 
never goes un-noticed.



// Weather Proof, Powder Coated Metal Enclosure

// Clear, Informative 7 inch touch screen interface

// Main Isolator

// Thermostatically Controlled Cabinet Temperature

// Ventilation Fan and Integral Vents.

// Individual Pump Isolation

// Circuit Breaker protected Control Circuit

// Low Voltage Control and input Circuitry

// Advanced Micro Processor Control Module

// Auto/Off/Manual Operation of all pumps

// Visual and Audible Alarms c/w Mute button

// Installer friendly, clearly labelled, Din Rail mounted, Input and Output Terminal

 Connection

// Individually Serial Numbered and logged for traceability and product support

// Owner/Operator, Installation and Operation Manual supplied with each controller

P H Y S I C A L  F E AT U R E S

OFF
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MAIN ISOLATOR

 

OFF

  ON 

MAIN ISOLATOR



Advanced interface between the VSD’s and the HydroTouch Controller provides superior protection for each pump in the
system. In addition to standard protection features such as motor overload, phase failure, short circuit and under/over 
voltage fault the system also can be programmed to detect individual (per pump) loss of prime and off curve’ conditions. 
These additional protection features are particularly use when certain pumps centrifugal are being used for low �ow
applications.

The HydroTouch controller also incorporates low pressure protection with the same �exibility as the high pressure protection. 
This will help reduce damages ina burst pipe situation by instantly picking up the drop in pressure and then shut down the 
pumps. Also if there was a failure in the incoming supply the pumps could shut down and automatically start again when 
the supply was restored. 

F A U L T  P R O T E C T I O N

Open Pipe Protection

Most installations are required to be limited to a maximum pressure. The High Pressure Parameters enable the customer to
�exibly adjust these settings to suit their requirements. These concsist of time delays, set level, auto or manual reset, alarms 
and the option to shut down the system.

The �exibility of the assignable inputs allows for a low level input. If assigned the input can shut down the pumps before they
loose prime. This can be con�gured for and lookout alarm. There is also an adjustable time delay to ensure the contact is 
permanently open and not ooscilating due to a wave in the tank.

If the system has a faulty non-return valve or similar fault where the system can fail to maintain pressure then much energy
can be wasted due to continual pump cycling. If cycling protection is enabled then each time the system exits sleep within
a set time frame (seconds) of entering sleep, a cycle counter is incremented. If this counter exceeds the set threshold within
a continious 1 hour period then Pump Cycle fault is �agged. If the cycle shutdown is enabled the system will be locked out
requiring a manual reset.

If the system is in auto mode and the 4-20mA pressure feedback signal drops below 4mA for a set time delay then a fault will
be triggered. If there is a secondary pressure transducer then this will continue system opperation. Once the primary
pressure transducer is above 4mA it will return to opperation as the operational transducer.

When the system begins a pipe �ll sequence there may be instances where pressure cannot be increased such as an burst 
pipe. If the pipe �ll is unable to build pressure within a set time frame then the system would be shut down and an alarm 
activated.

If a pipe was to burst or the system was to run at maximum capacity for a set time delay then there would be an open pipe 
fault and the system would be shut down.

Superior Pump Protection

High Pressure Protection

Low Pressure Protection

Low Level Lockout

Pump Cycle Protection

Feedback Loss

Pipe Fill Fail



D A T A  L O G G E R 
Advanced Logged Data  
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Log graphs available for Pressure, Flow, Tank Level
and Pump Speed

  

    
 

Logged data is  time and date stamped. This includes all fault and alarm events. In 
addition to this regular pressure, �ow tank level and speed values are stored to help 
monitor the operation of the system. All logged data can be downloaded via a RS485
to USB converter connected to the SCADA modbus port. Data will be downloaded as a 
CSV �le.

Log graphs available for Power and Water usage
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